PENTICTON FOUNDRY

Penticon Foundry Sets the Mold with Odyssey
ERP System
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Penticon Foundry relies on the
Odyssey enterprise resource
planning (ERP) solution from
B&L Information Systems to
manage virtually every aspect
of the business including
financials, maintenance, quality,
job costing, scheduling, labor
reporting, sales and purchasing.

Businesses today run on data. Whether the latest tech start-up or a nearly
century old iron castings foundry, data is what keeps the business competitive
and moving forward. For the last 13 years, British Columbia’s Penticton Foundry
has relied on its Odyssey ERP system, a foundry-specific solution developed
on Progress® OpenEdge® by B&L Information Systems. Like all businesses, the
foundry business is ever changing—and Penticton regularly looks to B&L to
make sure it is maximizing its ERP system’s data.
We always have to be on the top of our game,” said Ryan Morcombe, Penticton
Controller. “Our customers rely on us for our quality products and our ability
to accurately do things like job costing and scheduling—areas that depend on
good data.”
Controlling margins is essential to the success of any business, but even more
so in a niche iron casting foundry business like Penticton’s, where precision in
both the manufacturing process and in the decisions that drive the business are
fundamental to success.
“One may not think that the foundry business is very complex,” Morcombe
said. “But we deal with over 13,000 products and have both OEM and custom
orders—we consistently look to Odyssey to help us be better and better at what
we do.”

Solution

It was about 13 years ago that Penticton installed
its first OpenEdge-based Odyssey module. Today,
Odyssey touches virtually every aspect of the
business: financials, maintenance, quality, job costing,
scheduling, labor reporting, sales and purchasing.
"Penticton’s latest implementation is the General
Ledger," said Matt Gacek, Vice President-Business
Development for B&L Information Systems. “That is a
significant piece of the puzzle that integrates all their
accounting functions into one system.”
With the GL recently installed, Morcombe is looking
forward to a new level of efficiency. “There are
a number of duplicate entries that we can now
eliminate and further improve decision making by
connecting more financial information and reporting
data,” he said.

Results

With on-site CAD design, pattern-making facilities,
quality controlled alloy composition and precision
chrome white iron castings, Penticton is a full-service,
one-stop-shop and its growing business over the
years reflects its quest for innovation, consistency
and quality.

“Sales have been growing by doubledigit percentages year over year. That
means a lot more data and transactions.
Yet, with Odyssey, as we further refine
our business processes, we have been
able to defer the need to hire additional
administrative support.”
— Ryan Morcombe, Penticton Controller

“Sales have been growing by double-digit percentages
year over year,” Morcombe said. “That means a
lot more data and transactions. Yet, with Odyssey,
as we further refine our business processes, we
have been able to defer the need to hire additional
administrative support.”

Odyssey Features Specific
to Foundry
Foundries have unique challenges that
require unique ERP software, foundry ERP
software. Scheduling and coordinating core
production, melt deck capacity and molding
demands to customer requirements is a
tough balancing act. Pattern inspection
prior to releasing to production. Tracking
casting inventory send to outside suppliers
for processing. These are all business
processes that the Odyssey ERP system
addresses, as well as a myriad of others
unique to the foundry industry.
>> Odyssey software stores both the
chemical and physical characteristics
of each heat. Certifications can be
printed either on demand or at time
of shipment.
>> The Odyssey metal recipe system defines
the composition of the metal grade, both
alloy cost and requirements. Compare
your standard metal usage against your
actual metal usage.
>> Odyssey offers an integrated pattern
tracking system. Total impressions are
kept on each pattern and review limits
can be set. Patterns which have exceeded
review limits are flagged for inspection.
Family and combination patterns are fully
supported.
>> Odyssey allows for both metal and energy
surcharges to be applied at order entry or
invoicing for each customer.

Morcombe noted that bringing the accounting
systems under the Odyssey umbrella reduced the
need for duplicate entries at month-end. “We save
hours in reconciling purchasing and sales records at
the end of the month with the redundancies we were
able to eliminate,” he said.
The scheduling module has resulted in stronger
job quotes, increasing both on-time delivery and
customer satisfaction. For example, more and
more data is now entered into the system directly
from the shop floor, increasing accuracy and
expediting production.
“Shop floor data was manually captured then
entered into the system,” explained Bryan Townsend,
Production Scheduling. “Now, with the use of
scanners, data capture is fully automated and in realtime. This has not only reduced error and duplication,
but expedited production and improved job
costing—a win-win for both us and our customers.”
From a job costing standpoint, Odyssey provides the
flexibility to handle Penticton’s high-volume OEM
customers and low-volume custom customers.
The quality module has also helped drive results,
better tracking scrap rates. “We have much better
visibility into defects and can zero in on issues on the
shop floor faster,” Townsend said. “This is crucial to
quality control and reducing downtime.”
The maintenance module has automated the entry
and tracking of trouble calls, again, improving
efficiency and reducing downtime. “We have
complete visibility into what the maintenance
issue is and where,” said Dean Ashby, Maintenance
Manager. “We produce business critical products for
our customers. The ability to maximize quality and
minimize downtime is huge."

“Odyssey gives us the ability to control
margins, ensuring we remain profitable
across all our different types of products.”
—Ryan Morcombe, Penticton Controller

According to Morcombe, Odyssey has brought
innumerable benefits to Penticton, including:

• Consistency: With virtually all aspects of
Penticton’s business running on Odyssey,
there is consistency in decision-making across
the organization, minimal duplication of effort,
and high levels of accuracy from accounting to
scheduling, maintenance and production.
• Foundry specific: Because Odyssey is built
specifically for the foundry industry, it is flexible
and adaptable to Penticton’s complex
manufacturing processes, whether large OEM
product runs or highly-intricate custom projects.
• Easy data access: With the ability to readily
export data to Excel and other spreadsheet and
reporting solutions, Odyssey allows Penticton to
easily generate any number of customizable
reports.
“Odyssey gives us the ability to control margins,
ensuring we remain profitable across all our different
types of products,” Morcombe said. “We feel we
haven’t even begun to unlock the system’s potential.
We know there are so many more capabilities of
Odyssey that will have a positive impact on our
business as we grow and change moving ahead.”
The wide range of functionality that Penticton
Foundry takes advantage of matches perfectly with
what B&L Information Systems seeks to provide to the
metalcasting industry, and why it relies on OpenEdge
to do so.
“The scope and breadth of the Progress OpenEdge
platform means that we have the agility to respond
to the needs of the metalcasting industry with every
maintenance release and version, keeping Odyssey
customers on the cutting-edge of industry ERP,” B&L’s
Gacek concluded.

About B&L Information Systems
B&L Information Systems is a global leader in providing integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP) for metalcasters. Since 1976, B&L has used their deep understanding of the specific challenges and problems of foundries and die casters to create an ERP solution which matches the way metalcasters operate, making it easier
to learn and use. With Odyssey, metalcasters will maximize their resources, minimize costs, and make better decisions faster. www.blinfo.com
About Progress Software Corporation
Odyssey SaaS is based on the Progress Software Corporation’s OpenEdge application development platform, an unbreakable technology platform that has been powering over 47,000 businesses for more than 30 years. By focusing on factors such as performance, cost, reliability, scalability and ease of maintenance, Progress Software
enables B&L to focus its efforts on functionality, trends, and metalcasting industry best practices. www.progress.com
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